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The detection of fires in Western Australian forests these days is an
operation of almost military efficiency. Early each summer morning, forestry
officers in district headquarters throughout the South-West, study the weather
forecasts, calculate fire dangers, brief their pilots and then send them off,
each in a small and specially equipped light aircraft, to scan the skies for the
tell-tale wisps of smoke which could herald trouble in the forests below.

The aerial fire spotting system, highly flexible, effective and econo-
with its interlocking circuit patterns, mic. In the years since it was intro-
and predetermined flight sche- duced, the spotter operation has
dules for each aeroplane, carefully proven itself time and again, under
tailored to particular forest types the most severe emergency condi-
and daily weather conditions, is tions. Similar systems are now being

introduced in forest areas elsewhere
in Australia.

In Western Australia, aerial fire
detection was developed in 1972 rn
the Pemberton region. Ironically,
its success was a major factor in
bringing to a close another famous
and unique forest fire detection
system, developed by an earlier
generation of Western Australian
foresters. This was the use of fire
lookouts constructed on the tops of
giant karri trees in the tall timber
country of the lower South-West.

Nine lookout trees once stood in
the karri forest, and five of these
formed part of a detection network
which operated almost daily each
summer, for a period of nearly thirty
years. Today, only one, the famous
Cloucester Tree at Pemberton,
remains in a condition which per-
mits it to be safely climbed, but it is
now more a tourist attraction than
a working lookout.

The great trees have come and
gone, and the story of their con-
struction and operation has passed
into the pages of history.

Early detection systems
Forestry in Western Australia

really only began after the passing
of the Forests Act in 1918. The first
foresters quickly realised that before
any form of fire control could be
introduced, an effective fire detec-
tion system was required.

Before long, the first lookouts
were installed. These were rough
wooden cabins or short toweN
located on prominent natural high
points in the northern jarrah forest,
such as Mt. Gungin and Mt. Dale.
From these vantage points, an
uninterrupted panorama of sur-
rounding forests was available. In
the karri forests in the south, a
number of difficulties arose. For a

The original Mt. Gungin fire lookout tower
built in l92l and situated some 6 5 km
south-east of Mundaring Weir. The toweE
on Mt. Gungin and Mt. Dale U92ll werc
the first built by the department. tAnon.)
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was to construct the ladderways up
the tree trunks, lop off the upper
branches, and build the towerman's
cabin at the top.
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Months of painstaking surYey
work through the forest followed,
and a number of potential lookout
trees were selected, These trees

< Gardner tree du ng construction-note
the man up in the crown. lAnon.)

lnset: Jack Watson in his climbing gear.

Watson climbed, using only a safety
rope, and iron spurs strapped to his
legs. It was a fearsome and arduous
task, for the trees were huge in both
girth and height, and karri bark
becomes dangerously slippery in
moist conditions. When he reached
the top, detailed surveys of the sur-
rounding countryside were made,
together with a thorough inspection
of the tree itself for such things as
configuration, strength and vitality
of the upper crown, where a cabin
would be built. Both Watson and
Stewart climbed dozens of trees
before the final selections were
made.

Bui ld ing the t ree
lookouts

For the construction job itself,
Reynolds and a small team of care-
fully chosen assistants were called
in. The first step was the pegging.
With a short shanked two-inch
augur, holes were bored through
the bark and deep into the solid
wood beneath. Into each hole was
hammered a carefully selected sawn
karri peg, each successive peg
slightly offset so that a gradually
spiralling ladderway was produced
up and around the tree.

Whenthe first limbs were reached,
the real excitment began as
Reynolds hoisted up his axe and set
to work chopping them through. As
each great branch was severed it
would plummet off into the void,
and the tree would jerk and shudder
as its age-old balance was upset. On
one occasion a falling limb swept
out l2 metres of pegs, leaving
Reynolds (quite happily) marooned
up the tree for several hours, while
the missing section was re-pegged
from below.

With pegging and lopping com-
pleted, the final stage was the instal-
lation of the cabin and its special
equipment of maps, telephones and
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